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ABSTRACT
We present an analysis of a newly discovered 2+1+1 quadruple system with TESS containing an unresolved
eclipsing binary (EB) as part of TIC 121088960 and a close neighbor TIC 121088959. The EB consists of two
very low-mass M dwarfs in a highly-eccentric (e = 0.709) short-period (P = 3.04358 d) orbit. Given the large
pixel size of TESS and the small separation (3.′′9) between TIC 121088959 and TIC 121088960 we used light
centroid analysis of the difference image between in-eclipse and out-of-eclipse data to show that the EB likely
resides in TIC 121088960, but contributes only ∼10% of its light. Radial velocity data were acquired with
iSHELL at NASA’s Infrared Facility and the Coudé spectrograph at the McDonald 2.7-m telescope. For both
images, the measured RVs showed no variation over the 11-day observational baseline, and the RV difference
between the two images was 8 ± 0.3 km s−1. The similar distances and proper motions of the two images
indicate that TIC 121088959 and TIC 121088960 are a gravitationally bound pair. Gaia’s large RUWE and
astrometric_excess_noise parameters for TIC 121088960, further indicate that this image is the likely host of
the unresolved EB and is itself a triple star. We carried out an SED analysis and calculated stellar masses for
the four stars, all of which are in the M dwarf regime: 0.19 M� and 0.14 M� for the EB stars and 0.43 M�
and 0.39 M� for the brighter visible stars, respectively. Lastly, numerical simulations show that the orbital
period of the inner triple is likely the range 1 to 50 years.

Key words: stars: binaries: close – stars: binaries: eclipsing – stars: binaries: general – stars:
late-type – stars: low-mass

1 INTRODUCTION

Stellar companions are a common product of star formation and
hence studying stellar multiplicity and the associated properties
(e.g. period and mass ratio distributions) can provide pivotal in-
sights into understanding the nature of star formation processes

? E-mail: eunkyu.han@utexas.edu (EH)
† 51 Pegasi b fellow

and stellar evolution. Since the first systematic studies of the ob-
servational properties of close triple systems (Fekel 1981), efforts
have been made to search for and compile catalogs of multiple
systems (e.g. see Tokovinin 1997, 2008, 2014a; Eggleton 2009;
Raghavan et al. 2010; Rappaport et al. 2013; Borkovits et al. 2016,
and references therein) as well as to conduct statistical studies of
them (e.g.Duchêne & Kraus 2013;Winters et al. 2019). These stud-
ies found that multiple star systems are common in our galaxy. Mul-
tiplicity of main-sequence solar-type stars (M∗ ≈ 0.7 − 1.3 M�) is
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2 E. Han et al.

41 ± 3% (Raghavan et al. 2010) and that of low-mass stars (M∗ ≈
0.1 − 0.6 M�) is 26 ± 3% (Winters et al. 2019). Although binaries
are the most common type among multiples, triple and higher-order
systems take up considerable fractions; ∼25% of solar-type multi-
ples (Eggleton & Tokovinin 2008) and∼21% of low-massmultiples
(Reid & Hawley 2000) have 3 or more components.

The majority of observedmultiples are in hierarchical systems.
For triple systems, there is only one dynamically stable configura-
tion, where an inner binary is orbited by a third body (2+1 configu-
ration) with a ratio between the triple and binary periods typically
exceeding 5-10 (see, e. g. Mardling & Aarseth 2001). For quadruple
star systems, there are two possible configurations. One involves two
binary systems orbiting each other’s center of mass (2+2 configu-
ration), while the other involves a hierarchical triple system orbited
by a fourth companion (2+1+1 configuration). Tokovinin (2014b)
notes that the 2+2 systems and the 2+1+1 systems may well form
via different mechanisms. Because these two configurations likely
have a different history, and may even involve a different star for-
mation mechanism, searching for and characterizing both types of
quadruple systems are likely to be rather important to our overall
understanding of the astrophysics of star formation.

The long-term dynamical evolution of hierarchical multiples
after they have already formed is also complex process. A promi-
nent mechanism involved in the long-term evolution are the von
Zeipel-Lidov-Kozai (ZLK) oscillatory cycles (von Zeipel 1910;
Lidov 1962; Kozai 1962), which transfer angular momentum be-
tween the inner and the outer orbits. This can result in cycles
of enhanced eccentricity and orbital plane tilts of the inner bi-
nary. Multiple groups have extensively studied the ZLK cycles
and their effect on orbital evolution of multiple systems. Theo-
retical studies such as Kiseleva et al. (1998), Fabrycky & Tremaine
(2007), and Naoz & Fabrycky (2014) have shown that ZLK cy-
cles with tidal friction (ZCTF), can shrink the orbits of the in-
ner binaries in triple systems. Several studies have searched for
and shown observational evidence for such hierarchical triples with
close outer orbits (e.g. Rappaport et al. 2013; Borkovits et al. 2016;
Hajdu et al. 2017; Borkovits et al. 2020). In addition, studies like
Pejcha et al. (2013),Hamers et al. (2015),Vokrouhlický (2016), and
Hamers & Lai (2017) explored the ZLK oscillations using N-body
simulations and found that quadruples are more likely to have high
inner orbital eccentricities than triples. To our knowledge, this latter
prediction has not yet been confirmed by observations.

Despite the efforts and the advancement of both theoretical
and observational techniques, the dominant formation mechanism
of short-period eccentric binaries is still not clearly known. A re-
cent study showed that the KCTF itself cannot explain the large
number of close binary systems and, especially, the frequency of
pre-MS close binary stars (Moe & Kratter 2018). Previous stud-
ies such as those of Tokovinin (2008) showed an enhancement of
the inner period distribution at a few days among both triple and
quadruple systems, which was thought to be a product of ZLK os-
cillations. However, more recently Tokovinin (2020) has shown that
this was merely the consequence of an observational selection ef-
fect, since at the timemostmultiple systemwere discovered amongst
eclipsing binaries, with a naturally strong bias toward short periods.
Nowadays, however, the majority of inner subsystems are discov-
ered spectroscopically and, therefore, according to the up-to-date
edition of the Multiple Star Catalog (MSC, Tokovinin 2018), the
cumulative inner-period distribution of multiple systems is smooth.

Several observational and statistical efforts have been made to
study occurrence rates of the 2+2 and the 2+1+1 quadruple sys-
tems. Raghavan et al. (2010) searched through a distance-limited

sample of 454 solar-type stars within 25 pc and found 11 quadru-
ples, among which 9 are 2+2 systems and only 2 are 2+1+1 systems.
Using a volume-limited sample of 4847 solar-type stars in 67 pc
from Tokovinin (2014a), Tokovinin (2014b) carried out a statisti-
cal study and calculated that 74% of quadruples are 2+2 systems.
Similar findings are seen in the most recent edition of the MSC
that among nearly 500 quadruple systems discovered-to-date, 23%
of the systems are 2+1+1 and the other 77% are 2+2 systems. All
studies point out that the 2+1+1 systems are less frequent than the
2+2 systems.

In this paper, we report the discovery of a hierarchical 2+1+1
quadruple stellar system discovered with NASA’s Transiting Exo-
planet Survey Satellite (TESS) Mission. All four stars are low-mass
main-sequence stars with masses in the range of 0.14–0.43 M� .
The inner triple consists of a highly-eccentric short-period EB as
an unresolved component of TIC 121088960. The outer quadruple
is formed by TIC 121088959 with TIC 121088960 at a projected
separation of ∼ 3.′′9 at a distance of ∼ 83 pc, giving a projected
physical separation of ∼320 AU.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe
the details of the data we used in the analysis. In Section 3, we
present our analysis, modeling procedure, and results. In Section
4, we establish our reasoning for the host of EB. In Section 5, we
discuss in detail the motivation for, and architecture of, a 2+1+1
system as well as the parameters of the constituent stars and their
orbits. In Section 6, we present our analysis on the parameters of
the inner triple. In section 7, we compare our highly-eccentric EB
with other low-mass eccentric EBs. In Section 8, we investigate
the effect of ZLK oscillations on the orbits of the constituent stars.
Finally, in Section 9, we summarize our results and draw some final
conclusions.

2 DISCOVERY, DATA, AND OBSERVATIONS

2.1 Discovery

Work by a group of amateur astronomy ‘surveyors’, who appear
on this paper and call themselves the ‘visual survey group’ (VSG),
have made a number of unexpected discoveries using the Kepler
(Borucki et al. 2010), K2 (Howell et al. 2014), and TESS data sets
(Ricker et al. 2015). These VSG discoveries were summarized by
Rappaport et al. (2019), and have continued with the discovery
of a new class of ‘tidally tilted’ pulsators1 in eclipsing binaries
(Handler et al. 2020; Kurtz et al. 2020).

Upon the data release of each TESS sector’s Candidate Target
List (CTL, Stassun et al. 2018), the Pre-search Data Conditioned
Simple Aperture Photometry (PDCSAP) lightcurves, binned at 30-
minute cadence, are displayed with LcTools (Schmitt et al. 2019).
The TESS data are hosted by the Mikulski Archive for Space Tele-
scopes (MAST) and are downloaded as FITS files. Among other
features, LcTools supports a variety of data retrieval options and
it provides an efficient search method for visual lightcurve surveys.

VSG identified TIC 121088959/60 as containing a highly ec-
centric EB in Sector 31 (S31) with a ratio of eclipse spacing of 1:11
corresponding to an eccentricity of e & 0.7 (discussed in Sects. 2.2
and 3). After TIC 121088959/60 was identified, we generated a 2-
minute short-cadence CTL lightcurve. We also found an additional

1 These are systems where one of the star’s pulsation axis has been tilted
into the orbital plane of the binary. This then allows the observer to view the
star from a complete range of latitudes.
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A 2+1+1 quadruple star system containing the most eccentric, low-mass, short-period, eclipsing binary known 3

Figure 1. The TESS Sector 31 lightcurve for the combined light of TIC
121088959 and TIC 121088960. The set of highly eccentric eclipses with a
∼3.04-day period is apparent.

Full Frame Image (FFI) data set in Sector 4 (S4) using the Web
TESS Viewing Tool (WTV); this extends the observation baseline
to 2 years.

Subsequently, we inspected a 15 × 15 pixel FFI cutout
centered on TIC 121088959/60 in S31 with Lightkurve
(Lightkurve Collaboration et al. 2018). We found the eclipses to
be on-target, but, in fact, we have no way of knowing initially which
stellar image hosts the eclipses from the TESS data alone. Finally,
we used a custom pipeline to reduce the S4 FFI data.

2.2 TESS Observations

The S31 lightcurve in 10-minute bins is shown in Figure 1. Immedi-
ately evident is the set of highly eccentric eclipses with a 3.04-day
period. Using data from both S4 and S31 we derive a period of
3.04358 days.

We then produced a phase folded lightcurve which is shown
in Figure 2. A visual inspection of the lightcurve shows (i) no
discernible out of eclipse modulations in flux such as might be due
to ellipsoidal light variations, and (ii) the primary and secondary
eclipses to have close to the same duration.

We have measured a precise phase difference between the two
eclipses and found ∆φ = 0.0907±0.0002 cycles. We also measured
the ratio of the widths of the eclipses, wp/ws = 0.950 ± 0.038,
where the subscripts p and s refer to the primary and secondary,
respectively. From this we can make an initial estimate of the orbital
eccentricity. We use the expression for ∆φ by Stern (1939):

∆φ =
1
2
− 1
π

{
arctan

[
e cosω
(1 − e2)1/2

]
+ (1 − e2)1/2 e cosω

1 − e2 sin2 ω

}
(1)

to solve numerically for the allowed value of eccentricity, e, for any
given argument of periastron, ω. The results are shown in Figure 3.
From this plot we see that the minimum allowed value of e is 0.705.
From the ratio of eclipse widths given above, and the approximate
relation between that and e sinω:

e sinω '
1 − wp/ws

1 + wp/ws
(2)

which, strictly speaking, only holds for small e and inclination
angles near 90◦, we can say that e sinω ≈ 0.026 ± 0.020 is at most
a small number. Thus, we expect ω to be within ∼5◦ of either 0◦

Figure 2. Phase folded lightcurve of the TESS Sector 31 data for the com-
bined light of TIC 121088959 and TIC 121088960 about the 3.04358-day
orbital period. Phase zero is defined here as the approximate time of perias-
tron passage. Each bin is 4 minutes in duration. The bottom panel, which is
a zoom-in on the top panel, shows that both eclipse have close to the same
duration indicating that the argument of periastron is close to either 0◦ or
180◦.

Figure 3. Solutions of Eqn. (1) showing allowed values of e for each possible
value of ω for the observed difference in phase between the two eclipses.

or 180◦. This result, in combination with Figure 3 indicates that, in
fact, e = 0.708+0.004

−0.001.

2.3 Archival Data

We have collected some of the important archival astrometric and
magnitude values for the pair of stars in Table 1. The space mo-
tions determined by Gaia strongly indicate the two stars are grav-
itationally bound. However, the astrometric parameters of TIC
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4 E. Han et al.

Figure 4. PanSTARRS image of two bound M stars, TIC 121088959 and
121088960, the latter of which likely hosts the eccentric EB. The grid lines
are spaced by 10′′ × 10′′. The two images are separated by 3.9′′ on the sky.
The projected distance between the two images is ∼320 AU on the sky.

121088960 have larger uncertainties than TIC 121088959, so we
checked the Renormalised Unit Weight Error (RUWE)2. Gaia re-
ports RUWE values of 1.08 and 4.27 for TIC 121088959 and
TIC 121088960, respectively, with the latter value being abnor-
mally large. Furthermore, for this same star, Gaia reports 0.75 for
the astrometric_excess_noise parameter, and 213 for the astromet-
ric_excess_noise_sig parameter. Recent studies have shown that
RUWE values& 1.24 indicate the presence of unresolved compan-
ions (e.g. Rizzuto et al. 2018; Belokurov et al. 2020). This, plus the
large astrometric_excess_noise parameters, allow us to argue that
TIC 121088960 is the host of unresolved stars, which likely includes
the EB we are reporting on here.

2.4 Spectroscopic follow-up observations

2.4.1 iSHELL Observations

We observed TIC 121088959 and TIC 121088960 using iSHELL
on NASA’s InfraRed Telescope Facility (IRTF). iSHELL is a cross-
dispersed near-infrared spectrograph covering a wavelength range
of ∼ 1.1µm − 5.3µm. There are two slit options that yield resolv-
ing powers of R = λ/∆λ = 35, 000 and R = λ/∆λ = 75, 000.
We used the K2 filter, covering from 2.09 µm to 2.38 µm and the
0.′′75 slit, resulting in the R = λ/∆λ = 35, 000. TIC 121088959
was observed on the UT nights of 2021 February 9, 10, and 11,
and TIC 121088960 was observed on the UT nights of 2021 Febru-
ary 9 and 11. On each night, we took calibration observations in-
cluding dome flats and arc lamp for each science observation as
required for iSHELL, followed by an A0V star observation. We
reduced the spectra using the publicly available reduction pipeline
for iSHELL, Spextool (Cushing et al. 2004) and telluric corrected
using xtellcor. Among the 29 orders in the K2-band data, we
used 4 through 8, 11, and 15 for the analysis, which did not contain

2 The RUWE parameter (Lindegren et al. 2021a) provides an informative
goodness-of-fit statistic. For values ‘significantly larger than 1.0 (say, > 1.4)
this could indicate that the source is non-single’, or, in this case, not just a
close binary.

Table 1. Properties of the TIC 121088959 and TIC 121088960 System

Parameter TIC 121088959 TIC 121088960

RA (J2000) (h m s) 03:47:50.30 03:47:50.29
Dec (J2000) (◦ ′ ′′) −18:54:11.65 −18:54:07.78
T a 13.743 ± 0.007 13.343 ± 0.006
Gb 14.994 ± 0.001 14.480 ± 0.001
GBP

b 16.494 ± 0.005 16.072 ± 0.003
GRP

b 13.793 ± 0.001 13.256 ± 0.001
Ba 17.026 ± 0.112 16.229 ± 0.184
V a 15.305 ± 0.067 15.000 ± 0.200
Jc 12.144 ± 0.030 11.531 ± 0.051
Hc 11.546 ± 0.032 10.911 ± 0.056
Kc 11.256 ± 0.031 10.701 ± 0.055
W1d ... 9.993 ± 0.024
W2d ... 9.814 ± 0.021
W3d ... 9.818 ± 0.042
W4d ... > 8.382
Teff (K)d 3828 ± 157 3888 ± 200
Distance (pc)b 83.67 ± 0.39 81.52 ± 0.60
µα (mas yr−1)b +10.33 ± 0.03 +8.77 ± 0.08
µδ (mas yr−1)b −46.91 ± 0.02 −41.99 ± 0.08

Notes. (a) ExoFOP (exofop.ipac.caltech.edu/tess/index.php). (b) Gaia
EDR3 (Lindegren et al. 2021a; Lindegren et al. 2021b;

Gaia Collaboration et al. 2021). (c) 2MASS catalog (Skrutskie et al. 2006).
(d) WISE point source catalog (Cutri et al. 2021).

any obvious hot or bad pixels. We used the BT-Settl model spectra
(Allard et al. 2012) as the RV templates and the models were ob-
tained from the Spanish Virtual Observatory (SVO) website.3 We
used the 3300K and 3500K models, both with the solar metallicity
and logg of 5.0. The effective temperatures were chosen as noted
on the ExoFOP-TESS website.

To calculate the RVs, we first matched the BT-Settl models to
have the same resolution as the iSHELL spectra. We interpolated
both the science and the template spectra onto a logarithmic wave-
length scale for a uniform sampling in velocity space. As mentioned
in Section 2.1, because we were not certain of whether the eclipses
we see in theTESS data are fromTIC 121088959 or TIC 121088960,
we used the Two-dimensional CORrelation technique (TODCOR,
Zucker & Mazeh 1994) to detect the SB2 RVs. We calculated the
RV for each order and adopted the mean of the RVs as the measured
RV. For the uncertainties, we took the standard deviation of the RVs
across the orders divided by the square root of the number of orders
used. Lastly, we applied the barycentric correction and report the
five iSHELL RVs in Table 2.

2.4.2 McDonald 2.7 m Coudé

We observed TIC 121088960 using the Coudé spectrograph on the
McDonald Observatory, Harlan J. Smith 2.7 m telescope on the
nights of 2021 January 30 and 31. From these observations we
obtained the two additional RV points reported in Table 2. The
Robert G. Tull Coudé is a cross-dispersed echelle spectrograph cov-
ering a wavelength range of 3400 to 10000 Å with a resolution of
R ∼60,000 using the 1.′′2 slit (Tull et al. 1995). On both nights the
seeingwas sufficient to resolve the TIC 121088960–TIC 121088959
pair, and the slit orientation ensured minimal contribution from TIC

3 http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/theory/newov2/index.php
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121088959. We took two 1500-s exposures on each night and re-
duced them using a custom python implementation of the standard
reduction procedures. After bias and flat-field corrections, and cos-
mic ray rejection, the two echellograms are coadded before extrac-
tion to improve the signal-to-noise of the one-dimensional spectra.
Wavelength solutions are derived from a series of ThAr compari-
son lamp spectra taken throughout the night. Our reduction results
in detectable continuum emission in orders redward of 6400 Å,
achieving a peak signal-to-noise ∼10 in the reddest orders.

We measured RVs from the Coudé spectra by comput-
ing spectral-line broadening functions (BFs; Rucinski 1992;
Tofflemire et al. 2019). From a linear inversion of the observed
spectrum with a narrow-lined template, the BF represents the aver-
age photospheric absorption-line profile as a function of velocity,
which can be used to measure the stellar radial and rotational ve-
locities. It can also determine the number of stellar components
in the spectrum (i.e., “double-lined” systems). We tested a grid of
narrow-lined synthetic templates fromHusser et al. (2013) with 100
K steps in effective temperature, selecting the 3300 K template as
the model producing the highest signal-to-noise, combined BF. The
BF is computed for eight orders that contain sufficient signal and
are free of telluric contamination (6400–8900Å). The resultant BFs
are combined first to determine the number of stellar components
present, and then recombined, weighted by the noise in regions de-
void of stellar components. We detect only one stellar component,
which is fit with a rotationally-broadened absorption-line profile
(Gray 2008) to determine the RV and v sin i. Uncertainties on the
fitted parameters are determined with a boot-strap approach. 105

combined BFs are made from a random sampling with replacement
of the 8 individual orders, which are fit individually. The 68% inter-
val of the output fit-parameter distribution is our quoted uncertainty.
We do not measure a significant change in the RV between our two
spectra, finding an average RV of −5.8 ± 0.3 km s−1 and v sin i of
9 ± 1 km s−1.

3 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

3.1 Lightcurve model and fit

We modeled the TESS short- and long-cadence data from S4 and
S31, following the description of Han et al. (2017). However, we
used the Simple Aperture Photometry (SAP) flux instead of the
Pre-search Data Conditioning SAP (PDCSAP) flux. The PDCSAP
lightcurves of the targets that are produced by the TESS Science
Processing Operations Center (SPOC; Jenkins et al. 2016) or the
Quick-LookPipeline (QLP;Huang et al. 2020) have been deblended
assuming there are only two light-contributing stars in the photo-
metric apertures. In fact, in this work we show that there are four
contributing stars in the system. Therefore we used the SAP data
in our analysis which makes no assumptions about what is in the
aperture.

The primary and the secondary eclipse depths in the SAP
lightcurve are ∼3.3% and ∼2.2% deep. Moreover, both the S4 and
S31 data do not exhibit eclipses other than the ones from the 3.04-d
period binary. Therefore, we analyzed the TESS data considering
that the 3.04-day eclipses could be from unseen companions of TIC
121088960 and the EB contributes only ∼10% to the total system
light. We used a publicly available modeling code for detached
EBs, eb (Irwin et al. 2011). Among the 37 free parameters of the
eb model, we list 13 of interest in Table 3. The details of the rest of
the model parameters can be found in Irwin et al. (2011).

In all modeling procedures, we first searched for the best-fit
model by χ2 minimization using the Levenberg-Marquardt tech-
nique (mpfit, Markwardt 2009). We then employed the Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm using Python’s external
MCMC package, emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013), explored
the parameter spaces, refined the model, and determined the un-
certainties. The parameters of the best-fit model from mpfit were
used as the starting parameters of the MCMC walkers. For all our
MCMC runs, we used 300 walkers, each with 15000 steps and uni-
form priors for all 13 model parameters. Moreover, we excluded the
majority of the out-of-eclipse fluxes in modeling and used only the
region covering from orbital phases −0.08 to +0.07 (see Figure 2),
to save computational time.

As done in Han et al. (2017) and Han et al. (2019), we made
twomodifications inmodeling using eb. The first is with e cosω and
e sinω where we stepped in

√
e cosω and

√
e sinω and converted

them to e cosω and e sinω for the model computation. This is to
ensure that the uniform priors of e cosω and e sinω do not bias
toward high values of eccentricity (Ford 2006). The second is with
the limb-darkening parameters where we converted the square-root
limb-darkening coefficients of eb to the q’s defined by Kipping
(2013). We stepped in the q’s, allowing them to vary only between
0 and 1, and converted the q’s back to the square-root limb darkening
coefficients for themodel computations. This is to ensure all possible
combinations of q’s to be physical.

Once each MCMC run is finished, we visually inspected the
walkers to ensure convergence. For the analysis, we removed the
first 5000 steps of each walker as the "burn-in" and searched for
the most probable model from a single step that has the highest
likelihood. We report the set of parameters from the most probable
model as our best-fit parameters instead of the median values of the
posterior distributions. For the symmetric posterior distributions,
we report the standard deviations as uncertainties. For the asym-
metric posterior distributions, we calculate the 34.1th percentile
around the maximum likelihood, take the difference between the
values of the maximum likelihood and the 34.1th percentile values
and report them as asymmetric uncertainties. Table 4 contains the
best-fit parameters extracted from the short-cadence data. Figure
5 shows the best-fit model as a red solid line (upper panels) and
the residuals (lower panels) around the primary and the secondary
eclipses. Figure 6 shows the posterior distributions of the extracted
stellar parameters. The dashed lines in the histogrammark the 16th ,
50th , and 84th percentiles of the distributions. We assumed that the
primary star is hotter and larger than the secondary star and there-
fore limited the surface brightness ratio and the radii ratio to not
exceed 1.

We note that the derived EB parameters are not (yet) in physi-
cal units until we are able to determine the masses of the component
stars of the EB and their semi-major axis via supplemental infor-
mation such as SED fitting (see Sect. 6.1). We also inspected to see
if there are any eclipse timing variations (ETV) that are induced by
TIC 121088960. EBs can experience changes in the orbital period
from the classical Rømer delays or dynamical delays due to the
presence of a third body. Both effects could provide useful infor-
mation on the masses of the third body and the triple system. We
phase folded S4 and S31 data from TESS using the best-fit T0 and
period in Table 4. We found no divergence in either the primary or
the secondary eclipse and hence no signs of ETVs over the 2-year
baseline.

To solve for the orbital eccentricity (e) and the argument of pe-
riastron (ω) of the EB, we took the posterior distributions of e cosω
and e sinω, which result in e = 0.7085+0.0013

−0.0006 and ω = 4.85+3.05◦
−1.82◦ .
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Table 2. Measured radial velocities of TIC 121088959 and TIC 121088960

Target BJD RV (km s−1) σRV (km s−1) Instrument

TIC 121088959 2459254.7878997 2.08 0.61 iSHELL
TIC 121088959 2459255.8000591 2.17 0.26 iSHELL
TIC 121088959 2459256.7510484 2.36 0.28 iSHELL

TIC 121088960 2459254.7310623 −5.87 0.44 iSHELL
TIC 121088960 2459256.7958389 −5.74 0.50 iSHELL
TIC 121088960 2459245.6190646 −5.8 0.4 Coudé
TIC 121088960 2459246.5944387 −5.9 0.9 Coudé

Table 3. Modeling Parameters

Parameter Description

J Central surface brightness ratio (secondary/primary)
(R1 + R2)/a Fractional sum of the radii over the semi-major axis
R2/R1 Radii ratio
cos i Cosine of orbital inclination
P (days) Orbital period in days
T0 (BJD) Primary mid-eclipse time
e cosω Orbital eccentricity × cosine of argument of periastron
e sinω Orbital eccentricity × sine of argument of periastron
L3 Third light contribution
LDLIN1 Linear limb-darkening coefficient for the primary
LDNON1 Square root limb-darkening coefficient for the primary
LDLIN2 Linear root limb-darkening coefficient for the secondary
LDNON2 Square root limb-darkening coefficient for the secondary

These values are consistent with the simple approach of using equa-
tions 1 and 2. To further investigate the orbital elements, we com-
pared e cosω and e sinω from the S31 short-cadence datawith those
from the S4 long-cadence data. From the S4 long-cadence data, we
extracted e cosω = 0.7097+0.0069

−0.0019 and e sinω = 0.0016+0.0583
−0.0781,

which result in e = 0.7097+0.0017
−0.0014 and ω = 0.13+4.72◦

−6.28◦ . As expected,
e and ω from the S4 long-cadence data have larger uncertainties but
are consistent with those from the S31 short-cadence data within
the measurement uncertainties. This supports the fact that we did
not measure any apsidal motion over the two-year baseline.

3.2 Radial velocity data

As shown in Table 2, we did not detect the secondary component
of either TIC 121088959 or TIC 121088960 in any of the iSHELL
or Coudé spectra. Our data span an 11-day baseline and the RVs
of each star remain consistent to within the uncertainties over the
11 nights with a variation in RV of less than 0.5 km s−1. Further-
more, the measured RV difference between TIC 121088959 and
TIC 121088960 is consistent at ∼8 km s−1. Considering that the
two stars are gravitationally bound, as evidenced by how similar
their parallaxes and PMs are, this RV difference is large. We at-
tribute the relatively large RV difference to the unseen EB that
exerts a gravitational pull on TIC 121088960. Details on the orbital
motion of the triple is discussed in Section 6. Future RV follow-up
observations allowing longer baselines are required to detect any
changes in the orbital motion.

Table 4. Extracted parameters of the unseen EB from S31 short-cadence
data

Fitted in Lightcurve Analysis Primary Secondary

J 0.688 +0.066
−0.054

(R1 + R2)/a 0.0553 ± 0.018
R2/R1 0.676 +0.048

−0.054
cos i 0.022 ± 0.010
P (days) 3.04358 ± 0.00001
T0 (BJD) 2458825.0657 ± 0.0005
e cosω 0.7059 +0.0006

−0.0011
e sinω 0.0599 +0.0378

−0.0224
L3 0.899 +0.009

−0.014
LDLIN -0.053 ± 0.353 -0.637 ± 0.348
LDNON -0.748 ± 0.656 1.347 ± 0.598

Calculated orbital parameters Primary Secondary

R/a 0.0330 +0.0011
−0.0010 0.0223 ± 0.0015

i (◦) 88.74 ± 0.69
e 0.7085 +0.0013

−0.0006
ω (◦) 4.85 +3.05

−1.82

4 WHICH STAR HOSTS THE ECCENTRIC BINARY?

Here we establish that only TIC 121088959 or TIC 121088960 can
be the host of the eccentric EB with the far higher probability being
assigned to TIC 121088960.

We start by showing in Figure 7 the maximum possible eclipse
depths for all twenty five Gaia stars within 200′′ of the target star
vs. their actual distance from TIC 121088960. Here we have taken
into account both the magnitude of the star and the decay of the
optical point spread function of the TESS camera. The case for no
stellar leakage into the photometric aperture is aided by the fact
that all stars within 90′′ of the target have G > 20. Thus, from this
perspective, none of the neighbor stars seems capable of introducing
a significant, but spurious, eclipsing signal into the time series for
the target stars.

We can also utilize the position of the light centroid of the
difference image (between in and out of eclipse) to evaluate quan-
titively where the eclipses are located on the sky. Figure 8 (left
panel) shows the actual TESS image of the two target stars with
the photometric aperture superposed. The middle and right panels
of Figure 8 show the photometric aperture superposed on the Pan-
STARRS image using two different zoom values. Clearly the two
target stars are not resolved by the large pixel size and photometric
aperture. However, we can measure the light centroid fairly accu-
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Figure 5. Best-fit lightcurve model for the unseen EB. The upper panels show the short-cadence data in blue dots and the best-fit model as a solid red line. The
lower panels show the residuals of the fit. Here we have defined phase zero of the lightcurve to be at the time of primary eclipse, as opposed to Figure 2 where
phase zero was defined to be at periastron for aesthetic purposes.

rately both in and out of eclipse. The results are shown in Figure 9.
The top panel gives the light centroid of the difference image (in and
out of eclipse) for the primary, while the bottom panel is the same
for the secondary eclipse. Clearly the eclipse light centroid matches
TIC 121088960 better than it does TIC 121088959, at the 3.0 σ and
2.5 σ levels for the primary and secondary eclipses, respectively.
From this exercise we conclude that (i) the eclipses occur within
7′′ of the target stars, and, (ii) within the measurement uncertainty,
quite near to TIC 121088960, but 3 σ away from TIC 121088959.

It is, of course, possible that the EB is a random background
object that happens to lie very near one of the target stars, but cannot
be resolved by Gaia. Such a star would have to have at least G = 17
in order to produce a 3.5% and a 2% eclipse in the presence of the
two target stars. We find 5 stars with G < 17 in an area covering
1.3 × 105 arc-sec2 and centered on the target stars. We estimate
the combined area around the two target stars where Gaia might be
‘blind’ to another star as ∼3 arc-sec2. From this we estimate that
there is only a ∼ 10−4 probability of finding such an unrelated EB
lying accidentally near the target stars, and therefore rather unlikely.

In summary, we conclude that the eccentric EB (i) is definitely
hosted by either TIC 121088960 or TIC 121088959, but (ii) is by
far most likely associated with TIC 121088960.

5 MOTIVATION FOR A 2+1+1 QUADRUPLE SYSTEM

A number of lines of evidence have led us to the conclusion that TIC
121088959 andTIC 121088960 (see Figure 4) form a quadruple sys-
tem with the eccentric EB – an unresolved part of TIC 121088960.
In Figure 10, we show how we envision the structure of this quadru-
ple system, and then explain how we arrived at this conclusion. We
use conventional nomenclature for the stars in a hierarchical multi-
stellar system. Thus, TIC 121088959 becomes ‘star B’, while TIC
121088960 is composed of a ‘star A’ plus the eccentric binary, stars
‘Ca’ and ‘Cb’.

Here we summarize the evidence in favor of this being a
quadruple system (A+C+B) rather than simply an eccentric binary

(A) plus a distant companion (B):
(i) The two eclipse depths are quite small at only 3.3% and

2.2% for the primary and secondary eclipses, respectively. This
suggests that either the eclipses are highly grazing, or the light from
the EB is being considerably diluted by brighter stars (A and B).

(ii) RVs (three for TIC 121088959 and four for TIC
121088960) measured over an 11-day interval show no evidence
for any changes at the ∼0.5 km s−1 level (see Table 2). The easiest
way to explain this lack of RV change is that there is another
brighter star, other than the EB, in one of the images. Otherwise,
the expected RVs of ∼15 km s−1 even in the apastron region would
have been detected. We carefully checked the orbital phases of the
RV measurements, and if the EB were fully represented by either
TIC 121088959 or TIC 121088960, the RV changes could not have
escaped detection regardless of which one hosts the EB.

(iii) In Sect. 4 we showed at the ∼3-σ level that the EB is
most likely associated with TIC 121088960. Thus, the natural
explanation for the lack of RV changes would be explained by the
fact that star A is diluting the light from the EB (C) to the point
where the RVs are locking onto star A and the lines from the EB
(C) are not being detected at all.

(iv) The difference in RVs between TIC 121088959 and TIC
121088960 according to our measurements is 8 ± 0.3 km s−1 (see
Table 2). This is too large to be accounted for by orbital motion
between TIC 121088959 and TIC 121088960. These two stellar
images are 3.′′9 apart which corresponds to a projected physical
separation ∼320 AU. If we adopt trial masses for these two objects
of ∼0.4 M� , that yields a characteristic orbital period of 6000
years, assuming an approximately circular orbit. The corresponding
relative orbital speeds would be only 1.5 km s−1. This is much too
low to explain the observed 8 km s−1 difference in RVs. The much
more likely explanation is that these speeds result from the EB (C)
pulling the dominant star in TIC 121088960 (A) around in a much
shorter period orbit of years.

(v) The difference in proper motions (PMs) between TIC
121088959 and TIC 121088960 measured by Gaia over a nearly
3-year interval is 5 ± 0.1 mas yr−1, or 2.0 km s−1 at the distance
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Figure 6. Triangle plot from the lightcurve fit of S31 short-cadence data showing the posterior distributions of the extracted stellar parameters. The dashed
lines in the histogram mark the 16th , 50th , and 84th percentiles of the distributions.

Figure 7.All 25 neighbor stars fromGaia out to 200′′ from TIC 121088960.
The plot shows the maximum possible eclipse depths attributable to those
stars in G (green) and GR (red) bands and takes into account both the
magnitude and the distance from the target star.

of these two stars. By the same argument used in point (iv) this
relative speed on the sky is on the high side to be accounted for by
orbital motion between TIC 121088959 and TIC 121088960.

(vi) TIC 121088960 has an elevated RUWE (4.3) and
significant astrometric_excess_noise, strongly hinting that it has
multiple stellar components.

(vii) Both TIC 121088959 and TIC 121088960 are at distances
of close to 83 pc with a formal radial distance separation of 3.3±0.9
pc. We take the similarities in RV, PM, and distance to indicate that
these are a gravitationally bound pair.

Thus, we find that the preponderance of evidence points toward
a quadruple system with the EB (hereafter called binary ‘C’) being
a fainter member of TIC 121088960, where the brighter star in that
image is designated as star ‘A’. TIC 121088959 is, as far as we know,
a single star which we label as ‘B’, and is bound to the AC triple
subsystem.
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Figure 8. TESS pixel level detail for TIC 121088959 and TIC 121088960. Left panel: An actual TESS image with the photometric aperture superposed. Middle
panel: Photometric aperture superposed on the Pan-STARRS image (see also Figure 4). Right panel: Same as middle panel but zoomed in.

Figure 9. Light centroid for the primary eclipse (red cross) and secondary
eclipse (orange cross). The locations of TIC 121088960 and TIC 121088959
are indicated as heavy filled circles on the plot. The arms on the crosses
represent the ±1 − σ uncertainties on the light centroids, while the circles
correspond to the 3 −σ range on the centroid locations. These demonstrate
that the eclipses occur with a few arc seconds of the target stars. Specifically,
the eclipses are distinctly closer to TIC 121088960 and rule against TIC
121088959 at the 2.9 σ and 2.4 σ level for the primary and secondary
eclipses, respectively. The other two marked stars are at > 20 th magnitude.

6 ESTIMATING THE PARAMETERS OF THE INNER
TRIPLE SYSTEM AC

Here we first estimate the constituent masses of the triple AC (as
well as that of star B in the same process) using a fit to the spectral
energy distribution (SED).We then use dynamical considerations to
constrain the orbit of the inner triple (AC; see Figure 10), including
its period. Less can be said about the outer quadruple orbit (‘ABC’),
but we provide some estimates of the outer period.

Figure 10. Schematic of the 2+1+1 quadruple system TIC 121088959/60.
Top panel: organizational tree.Bottom panel: sketch of the orbits from above
an assumed common orbital plane. The subsystems are shown broken out
separately since the range of the three scales is ∼10000 : 100 : 1, and would
be illegible if all were superposed.

6.1 Photometric Constraints—SED Fitting for the Masses

We collected the available spectral energy distribution (SED) points
for the two stellar images from VizieR (Ochsenbein et al. 2000).
There are three SED points from Gaia (Gaia Collaboration et al.
2021) and three from 2MASS (Cutri et al. 2003). The stars are
clearly detected by WISE (Cutri et al. 2021) in their bands 1, 2, and
3, but unfortunately they are unresolved at these longer wavelengths
(with resolutions of ∼6.′′1, 6.′′4, and 6.′′5, respectively). So as to
avoid ambiguities, we fit just the six SED points for each image
where the two are clearly resolved. The SED measurements that we
have used are shown in Figure 11 for each of the two images.

To fit the SEDs, our approach is as follows. We use an MCMC
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10 E. Han et al.

Figure 11. SED fits to the quadruple system TIC 121088959/60. The red
curve is the model for star B (TIC 121088959), while the blue curve is for
the composite of stars Ca, Cb, and A. The model SED for the individual
stars Ca, Cb, and A are shown in green and light blue, respectively. The
match to the measured fluxes is made by integrating the model fluxes over
the appropriate filter bands.

approachwhere the four fitted parameters are the four stellar masses.
Because these stars are of quite low mass (all < 0.5M� , as we
shall demonstrate), we assume that they are all firmly on the zero-
age main sequence (ZAMS). In that case we use mass-radius-
temperature relations for ZAMS stars (see, in particular, Eqns. (A1)
and (A2) in Rappaport et al. 2017). The chosen masses in each link
of the MCMC chain then yield the corresponding radii and values
of Teff . For the spectral fits we used the stellar atmospheres models
of BT-Settl (Allard et al. 2012).

While we are fitting for only four free parameters (the 4 stellar
masses) and there are 12 SED points, experience has shown that this
is still insufficient to determine all four masses uniquely (see, e.g.,
Powell et al. 2021, Borkovits et al. 2021, and Kostov et al. 2021 for
details). Therefore, in addition to the six SED points for each stellar
image, we make use of four other important constraints. From our
fit of the EB lightcurve we take (i) the ratio of stellar radii in the EB
to be RCb/RCa = 0.676± 0.1; (ii) the sum of the scaled stellar radii
to be (RCb + RCa)/a = 0.055± 0.018; (iii) the eclipse depth ratio of
primary to secondary to be 1.5±0.15; and (iv) the third light for the
eccentric EB to be 89.9% ± 1.5%. These 16 total constrains, plus
the assumption that the stars are on the ZAMS, then prove sufficient
to fit uniquely for the four stellar masses4. The results are shown in
Figure 11 and the fitted stellar parameters are given in Table 5.

We find that the masses of the stars in the eccentric EB are
MCa ' 0.190 M� and MCb ' 0.138 M� . The mass of star B (TIC
121088959) is MB ' 0.386 M� , while the brighter member of
TIC 121088960 (star A) is only slightly more massive at MA '
0.430 M� .

6.2 Constraining the Triple Orbit AC

Armed with reasonably good estimates for the masses of the four
stars comprising this system, we can now place some constraints on
the orbit of the eccentric EB around what we have called “star A”.
Let us refer to this orbit as the ‘AC’ orbit or that of the ‘inner triple’.

4 The approach of using SED fitting on multiple star systems has been
demonstrated by numerous groups, but perhaps none more dramatically
than for the sextuple star system TIC 168789840 (see Powell et al. 2021).

Figure 12. Allowed orbits in the PAC − eAC plane. The analytic constraints
are shown by the colored curves and are discussed in the text. Additionally,
the orbits are required to produce a motion of star A with respect to an
essentially motionless star B, yielding ∼8 km s−1 in the radial direction and
a relative PM of ∼5 mas yr−1.

There are five constraints that we use to limit the range of orbital
periods and other parameters for the AC system.

These include the facts that (i) the AC system must be dynam-
ically stable; (ii) the ABC system (i.e., that of the quadruple), must
also be dynamically stable; (iii) there is no observed apsidal motion
of the binary C (2 − σ limit of . 10◦ between the two TESS ob-
servations spaced by two years); (iv) the difference in RV between
TIC 121088959 and TIC 121088960 (i.e., between stars A and B) is
8± 0.3 km s−1 over an 11-day interval; and (v) there is a difference
in PM between stars A and B of 5 ± 0.2 mas yr−1.

The last two of these constraints (the difference in RVs and
PMs) were from different epochs separated by a few years. Nonethe-
less, for simplicity in the calculations, we take this difference in
time to be considerably less than the orbital period of the AC bi-
nary, and therefore these two constraints are applied locally around
the orbits being examined. This becomes a good approximation for
PAC & 10 years. Furthermore, with regard to these same two con-
straints, we assume that both the Gaia and ground-based observa-
tions are dominated by star A in the AC system (TIC 121088960).
The expression for the minimum PAC allowed before apsidal ad-
vance in the C binary would be observed is from Rappaport et al.
(2017), Eqn. (13). The lower and upper bounds on PAC for the dy-
namical stability of orbits AC and ABC, respectively, are given by
Eqn. (16) of Rappaport et al. (2013)5 modified with a leading factor
of (1+einner)3/2 which we adopt from the Eggleton-Kiseleva stabil-
ity requirement (Eggleton & Kiseleva 1995, Eqn. 1; Mikkola 2008,
Eqn. 10). We take this to account for the fact that the more eccentric
the inner binary is in a triple system, at a fixed binary orbital period,
the more the two stars are separated at apastron. Finally, with regard
to the constraint on the stability of the ABC orbit we estimate a
limit on the outer orbital period by noting that the projected physi-
cal separation of AC and B on the sky is ' 320 AU. We could use
this as a proxy for the semimajor axis of the outer orbit. However,
to be somewhat more conservative, we take the semi-major axis of
the outer orbit to be . 1000 AU. This does not set a rigorous upper
limit on aABC, but we believe it is reasonably conservative.

5 See Mardling & Aarseth (2001) and Mikkola (2008) for the original ex-
pressions.
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Table 5. Mass Estimates for the Four Stars in TIC 121088959/60

Parameter Star Ca Star Cb Star A Star B

Mass (M�) 0.190 ± 0.009 0.138 ± 0.005 0.430 ± 0.008 0.386 ± 0.008
Radius (R�) 0.201 ± 0.007 0.160 ± 0.005 0.394 ± 0.005 0.358 ± 0.007
Teff (K) 3228 ± 25 3033 ± 30 3512 ± 10 3468 ± 10
Luminosity (L�) 0.0040 ± 0.0004 0.0020 ± 0.0002 0.0213 ± 0.0007 0.0167 ± 0.0007
a (R�) 6.08 ± 0.07 6.08 ± 0.07 ... ...

Figure 13. Allowed orbits in the PAC −ωAC plane.

Our approach was to randomly select orbital parameters for
the AC orbit uniformly in log PAC, from 1 to 107 days; uniformly in
eccentricity from 0 to unity; uniformly in argument of periastron, ω
from 0 to 2π; and orbital inclination according to cos−1(R), where
R is a draw from uniform random number generator. We followed
each of 105 trial orbits around a complete orbit. Constraints (i), (ii),
and (iii) listed above were immediately applied to each trial orbit,
and if any of those tests failed, that particular orbit was rejected. For
constraints (iv) and (v) listed above, those conditions were checked
everywhere around an entire orbit. If they were never satisfied, the
orbit was also rejected.

The results of acceptable AC orbits are shown in Figs. 12
and 13. In Figure 12 we show the orbits which satisfy all five
constraints in the PAC − eAC plane. Since constraints (i)-(iii) are
analytic functions of PAC and eAC, and a reasonable assumption
about PABC (see above), we show those as solid limiting curves. The
remainder of the constraints come from the RV and PM differences
between stars A and B. It seems clear that inner orbital periods
PAC ranging from about a year to 1000 years are acceptable. All
eccentricities seem possible. However, for nominal eccentricities in
triple systems of ∼0.2 − 0.7 (see Figure 9 of Borkovits et al. 2016)
we more likely can expect to find PAC in the range of 1 − 50 yr. In
Figure 13 we show ωAC vs PAC. These two parameters are slightly
correlated, with more allowed orbits having ωAC ' 90◦ and 270◦
and covering a more restricted range of PAC. The inclination angles
iAC (not shown in the plots) are uniformly distributed between a
minimum of 68◦ and 90◦.

7 COMPARISONWITH OTHER LOW-MASS
ECCENTRIC BINARIES

Similar to the case of the vast majority of close main-sequence
binaries, it is clear that since the radii of the low-mass protostars
were much larger than the present-day separation of its stars, the
eccentric binary Cab cannot have been formed in its present orbital
configuration (see, e.g. Kiseleva et al. 1998; Fabrycky & Tremaine
2007). Perhaps the most interesting question about this close pair
is how it has managed to retain such a high eccentricity despite the
requisite orbital shrinkage during its past history. Some possibilities
are as follows: (i) the initial eccentricity of the originally wider
orbit was much higher, and while there is ongoing tidal friction
causing orbital shrinkage and circularization, the system is still
sufficiently young that there has not been enough time to circularize
the orbit; (ii) the shrinkage of the initial orbit, which was wide
enough to accommodate the protostars, was the result of some other
mechanism(s) beside tidal dissipation such as, e.g., (a) escape of an
additional stellar component or, (b) accretion-drivenmigration (see,
e.g. Tokovinin & Moe 2020, and further references therein). Or,
another possibility is, (iii) that the observed current high eccentricity
is a consequence of ongoing dynamical interactions with the more
distant, third and fourth stellar components of the quadruple system.

We constructed a so-called “P−e” diagram showing the known
cases of eccentric binaries in Figure 14 (upper panel). We plot-
ted there the same datasets as in a previous paper by Zasche et al.
(2021): small red dots are from the SB9 catalogue (Pourbaix et al.
2004); yellow dots show eclipsing binaries from the catalogue of
eccentric binaries by Kim et al. (2018); blue dots show Kepler bi-
naries by Kjurkchieva et al. (2017); black dots show those from
ASAS published by Shivvers et al. (2014); cyan points are from
Halbwachs et al. (2003); green points are from Triaud et al. (2017);
and magenta points are from (Latham et al. 2002). All of these were
studied as spectroscopic and/or eclipsing binaries. However, some
of the most extreme points from the SB9 catalogue have very un-
certain orbits and should not be considered as real eccentricities.
Moreover, most of the data shown here represent much more mas-
sive stars, for which the circularization process is different due to
their internal structure (as recently proven on real data, see e.g.
Van Eylen et al. 2016).

For these reasons, we have tried to compare the compara-
ble, i.e., plot our unique low-mass system with other stars hav-
ing derived eccentricities and both components of the M spec-
tral type. Specifically, (i) the set of Kepler eclipsing binaries
yielded 7 systems with GAIA photometric index (Bp − Rp) > 1.8
mag; (ii) the spectroscopic survey by Latham et al. (2002) con-
tains only one system with effective temperature below 4000 K;
and (iii) the survey Halbwachs et al. (2003) provided two bina-
ries with masses below 0.6 M� . These are plotted in the bottom
panel of Fig. 14. These data are then complemented with other
M+M binaries taken from various dedicated studies (Stassun et al.
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Figure 14. Empirically determined orbital periods and eccentricities of
main-sequence binaries from Zasche et al. (2021). Top panel: all stars; Bot-
tom panel: only low mass stars of the M spectral type (see text for refer-
ences). The heavy black circle represents the inner eccentric binary in TIC
121088960. The colors of the other dots are from different studies and are
listed in the text. The smooth colored curves are upper bounds that are set
by when near collisions between the stellar components of the binary would
occur at periastron.

2006; Morales et al. 2009; Carter et al. 2011; Irwin et al. 2011;
Gómez Maqueo Chew et al. 2012; Kraus et al. 2015; David et al.
2016; Gillen et al. 2017; Kraus et al. 2017; Lubin et al. 2017;
Irwin et al. 2018; Murphy et al. 2020; Acton et al. 2020). The data
for these low-mass binaries are plotted together in the bottom panel
of Fig. 14 with curves representing the close pericenter approaches
(i.e., 1.5×R? = a · (1− e)) when they likely collide with each other.
The periastron separations are calculated for different spectral types
(fromM0V to M6V) according to their typical radii and masses ac-
cording to Pecaut & Mamajek (2013), assuming both components
are similar to each other (same masses and radii). One can also
ask whether some proximity effect near periastron passage would
also be visible on the light curve of the binary. However, we have
calculated that such an effect is so small that it cannot be detected
with the current precision of the available TESS data.

As one can see from the P − e plot, our system is located
in the very upper part of the diagram. Hence, any statement
about a fixed circularization period of about 20 days (Latham et al.
2002), or about 10 days (Meibom & Mathieu 2005), or 4 days
(Halbwachs et al. 2003) should not be taken literally. Probably the
most suitable for our system is the discussion about the circular-
ization period by Triaud et al. (2017). They pointed out that these

values derived from clusters are not in agreement with their find-
ings based on analysing 118 F/G/K + M-type binaries during their
“EBLM Project”. Halbwachs et al. (2003) found that the twins (i.e.,
those systems having q > 0.8) tend to have lower eccentricities
compared to non-twins. However, our system which has a mass ra-
tio close to 0.8 for the binary components (q = 0.73) indeed has a
very significant eccentricity, so any such statement should be taken
with caution.

Most recently Justesen & Albrecht (2021) have investigated
the stellar temperature and separation dependence of tidal circular-
ization on the large sample of eclipsing binaries observed by the
TESS satellite in the southern hemisphere. Their sample contains
58 binaries similar to our innermost pair Cab in that all the stars
are cooler than 4 500 K and, therefore, similar to our stars, they are
highly convective. Therefore, we assume that the results found for
those systems should be relevant in the context of the innermost
pair Cab. Justesen & Albrecht (2021) computed the critical scaled
distance (i.e., a/R) for circularization of these systems at the end
of their pre-main-sequence phase using the quantitative predictions
of the revised equilibrium tide theory of Zahn & Bouchet (1989,
Table 2). Then, they compared these computed values with the ones
they inferred from the corresponding sample of TESS EBs. For
convective stars, they found good agreement.

More specifically, Justesen & Albrecht (2021) found that for
the lowest-mass stars (Teff < 4 500K) the observered critical scaled
distance is (a/R)obs

crit = 29.8+42
−4 , in agreement with the theoretical

value of (a/R)theo
crit = 28 − 32. Comparing these results with our ec-

centric EB,Cab, by taking the binary parameters fromTable 5 above,
one can see that a/R1 ≈ 30 for the primary component. Turning to
the orbital periods instead of scaled distances, Justesen & Albrecht
(2021) found that amongst the coolest binaries in their sample, the
circularization period (i.e., the orbital period below which binaries
are expected to be circularized) was found to be Pobs

crit = 5.57+0.20
−0.66 d.

Therefore, we can conclude that according to both the empirical sta-
tistical investigations of Justesen & Albrecht (2021) and the revised
equilibrium tidemodel of Zahn & Bouchet (1989), in the absence of
any other eccentricity-exciting mechanism, tidal effects might have
circularized the innermost orbit during the pre-main-sequence phase
of their stellar evolution. Therefore, we can reasonably assume that
the currently observed high eccentricity of Cab is not primordial,
but rather a consequence of some later dynamical effect. In what
follows we investigate this possibility.

8 THE EFFECT OF VON ZEIPEL-LIDOV-KOZAI
CYCLES

In a hierarchical triple (or, multiple) stellar system the orbital mo-
tions of the components no longer remain purely Keplerian. There-
fore, the orbital elements, including the eccentricity of the inner
close binary, will continuously vary in time due to the perturba-
tions of the third (and even further) bodies. In a hierarchical stellar
configuration the perturbations to each orbital element of the inner
binary have three characteristic timescales, proportional to the in-
ner binary period (Pin), the outer orbital period (Pout), and to their
ratio in the form of P2

out/Pin. While the former two classes of short-
period perturbations generally result in small-amplitude variations
in each orbital element (see, e.g. Borkovits et al. 2015), the long
period ones that are usually referred as either ‘secular’ or ‘apse-
node’ timescale perturbations may result in substantial variations
in the configuration of the given system. These secular effects, pio-
neered by von Zeipel (1910), Lidov (1962), and Kozai (1962), have
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recently been referred to as the ‘von Zeipel-Lidov-Kozai effects’
(hereafter ZLK) or ‘ZLK oscillations’, and are the subject of many
studies over the last two and half decades. Detailed reviews of the
ZLK phenomena can be found in Naoz (2016) and Ito & Ohtsuka
(2019).

In its general formulation, a satisfactory analytical description
of ZLK oscillations requires consideration of higher order (at least
octupole) terms of the secular perturbation function. The octupole
terms become important only for small outer to inner period ratios
and highly eccentric outer orbits, i.e., when one cannot assume that
the vast majority of the orbital angular momentum of the triple
system (or, in the present situation, of the inner triple subsystem –
AC) is stored in the outer orbit. For a visualisation of the param-
eter regime where the octupole terms are important, for a given
set of triple star masses, see, e.g., Figure 4 of Toonen et al. (2020).
Strictly speaking, in the absence of any information about the pe-
riod ratio and the outer eccentricity of the triple subsystem (AC),
we cannot decide whether the octupole effects have any signifi-
cance in the current system. We are, however, convinced that for
our exploratory quantitative analysis, the use of the much simpler
quadrupole approximation is perfectly illustrative. The greatest ad-
vantage of this latter quadrupole approximation is that it has only
one degree of freedom and thus is integrable. Furthermore, it has
analytic solutions which, regarding the hierarchical triple-star (AC)
dynamics, have been extensively discussed by Harrington (1968)
and Soderhjelm (1982). According to these discussions, there are
two domains of the mutual inclination angle of a hierarchical triple
system limited by the value of cos2 imut ≈ 3

5 ; in these two domains
there is a substantial difference in the nature of the cyclic eccentric-
ity variations of the inner binary. (Note, an exact equivalence occurs
only in the case of the asymptotic solution, i.e., when the orbital
angular momentum is stored exclusively in a circular outer orbit.)

For systems with low mutual inclinations (i.e. imut . 39.◦23
or, imut & 140.◦77) there may occur only small-amplitude secular
variations in the inner eccentricity (and the mutual inclination, as
well). Furthermore, in the case of an initially circular inner orbit, it
does remain circular at every prior and later time (of course, only as
far as the approximation used remains valid). From our perspective,
the high mutual inclination regime is much more interesting. In this
case, depending on the initial conditions, (i.e., the value of the inner
binary eccentricity, mutual inclination and dynamical argument of
pericenter at a given instant), the inner eccentricity may vary be-
tween zero and nearly unity, while the apsidal linemay exhibit either
circularization or libration.6 The most interesting case for us occurs
when a nearly circular orbit periodically becomes an extremely ec-
centric one. In this regard one can show that, as far as emin

in → 0,
then, assuming that the asymptotic approximation is valid,

emax
in →

√
1 − 5

3

(
1 − emin

in

)2
cos2 imin

mut , (3)

while the corresponding mutual inclination at the time when the
inner orbit achieves its maximum eccentricity becomes

cos imax
mut = ±

√
3
5
. (4)

(Note, cos imin,max
mut refer to the values of cos imut at those instants

6 Note, however, one can find specific solutions even for nearly perpendicu-
lar configurations, as well, where the inner eccentricity remains (essentially)
constant and the major axis of the orbit freezes into a specific direction.

when the inner eccentricity takes its minimum and maximum val-
ues, i.e., emin,max

in , respectively, and is not to be confused with the
minimum and maximum values of cos imut, itself.) It can also be
shown that, when the inner orbit has its maximum eccentricity, the
dynamical argument of pericenter has a value of gin = ±90◦ (i.e.,
the semi-major axis is perpendicular to the intersection of the inner
and outer orbital planes). Therefore, in order to generate such an
orbital configuration for our triple system AC (i.e., TIC 121088960)
where the inner eccentricity oscillates between (almost) zero and
the currently observed high value of ein ≈ 0.7, we have to sim-
ply set the present mutual inclination between the inner and outer
(triple) orbits to about imut ≈ 40◦ (or, its retrograde counterpart),
and the dynamical argument of periastron to gin ≈ ±90◦. Naturally,
there is no reason to assume that the currently observed value of
ein ≈ 0.7 belongs to the maximum eccentricity phase of an ongoing
ZKL cycle. However, as our purpose is simply to illustrate that the
ZKL effect by itself may produce the observed high eccentricity of
our system, this assumption is perfectly satisfactory for our goals,
and makes it easier to set the initial parameters for the illustrative
numerical integrations shown below.

We can also investigate in an approximate, but fully analytic,
approach the characteristic timescale of these large amplitude eccen-
tricity cycles. In this regard, Soderhjelm (1982) gives an analytical
formula which depends on the mass and period ratios, the eccentric-
ity of the outer orbit, and also on the amplitude of the eccentricity
cycles as follows:

τquad ≈
4

3
√

6
mA + mCa + mCb

mA

P2
out

Pin

(
1 − e2

out

)3/2
× f (∆ein), (5)

where the functional dependence on ein is simply denoted as
f (∆ein).7 This expression, evaluated for the masses given in Ta-
ble 5, gives

τAC ≈ 864.2 ×
(

Pout
1000 d

)2 (
1 − e2

out

)3/2
× f (∆ein) [yr]. (6)

To illustrate the validity of the approximations we have used,
we carried out some numerical integrations. We applied the nu-
merical integrator described in Borkovits et al. (2004). Besides the
gravitational point-mass three-body interactions we considered the
tidal effects that arise between the two stars of the close eccentric
binary (C). For these runs, the masses were taken from Table 5,
while the current orbital elements of the eccentric EB were taken
from our lightcurve solution (Table 4). The period (Pout) and ec-
centricity (eout) of the outer orbit of triple system AC were chosen
arbitrarily, but in such a manner so as to be in accordance with the
parameters of the allowed orbits (see Figs. 12 and 13). Moreover,
we set the plane-of-the-sky-related outer inclination, iout, and the
difference of the plane-of-the-sky-related longitude of the nodes
(∆Ω = Ωout − Ωin) in such a manner as to provide the necessary
values for the dynamical frame of reference related quantities (i.e.,
gin ≈ ±90◦ and imut ≈ 40◦ or, imut ≈ 140◦). Finally, the strength
of the tidal interaction was controlled with the usual apsidal motion
parameter k2. We tabulate the initial parameters and some charac-
teristic quantities of the ‘measured’ ZKL eccentricity cycles for a
number of illustrative runs in Table 6, while the variations of ein
from its present value are plotted in Figure 15.

As one can see, for a relatively short orbital period of the

7 The calculation of f (∆ein) is rather lengthy, though straightforward, and
therefore we do not repeat it here. The formulation can be found in Eqs. (29)–
(32) of Soderhjelm (1982).
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Table 6. Initial orbital elements for the numerical integrations that serve
as examples of large amplitude ZKL cycles. The first set of the tabulated
parameters (from Pout to k

(Ca,Cb)
2 ) are the adopted current values for the

triple AC. The next three parameters are dynamical orbital elements (imut,
gin and gout) and are calculated for the epoch time from the usual orbital
elements. Pe is the actual period of the eccentricity oscillations or, more
strictly speaking, the time elapsed between the first and second eccentricity
maxima. The final two parameters are emin,max

in which are the minimum
and maximum values of the eccentricity of the inner binary during the first
integrated ZKL cycle.

#1 #2 #3 #4

Pout [d] 1000 3652.5 10000 10000
eout 0.35 0.41 0.50 0.50
ωout [◦] 90 104 270 270
iout [◦] 84 98 84 84
∆Ω [◦] 40 45 140 140
k
(Ca,Cb)
2 0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 0.0001

imut [◦] 40 46 139 139
gin [◦] 267 287 264 264
gout [◦] 355 24 189 189
Pe [yr] 1470 6830 6440 63900
emin

in 0.019 0.232 0.656 0.170
emax

in 0.712 0.724 0.709 0.712

AC subsystem (PAC = 1000 d), one can readily find an orbital
configuration that satisfies the constraints discussed in Sect. 6, and
which also results in a rapid, practically continuous, variation of the
inner eccentricity between (almost) zero, and the currently observed
high value of ein ∼ 0.7 on a ‘short’ timescale of about a millennium
(first column in Table 6, and black curve in Figure 15).

Choosing an order of magnitude longer outer period (PAC =
10 000 d), however, one can notice another interesting aspect of the
ZKL cycles. In the case of run #3 (see Table 6), despite the fact that
the input parameters were set such that one might again expect large
amplitude ZKL cycles, the numerical integration instead resulted
in only a small amplitude cyclic variation in ein (and, accordingly,
in imut, as well). The reason is that, for this configuration, the rate
of the tidal-oblateness-generated apsidal motion of binary Ca-Cb
has exceeded that of the third-body forced apsidal motion, and this
effect has killed the ZKL cycles.8 In order to illustrate this, in the
case of run #4 we used similar input parameters as in run #3, but the
apsidal motion constant k2 was set to kCa,Cb

2 = 0.0001, i.e., for all
practical purposes we switched off the tidal effects. In that case, the
ZKL cycles return, but naturally on a much longer timescale due to
the longer PAC.

Up to this point we have concentrated only on the triple sub-
system AC. However, the presence of the more distant component B
makes things more complicated. For example one can imagine a sit-
uation where the inner triple ACwould have been originally a nearly
flat and circular system, while ACB are in an orbit that is highly
inclined to the plane of AC. Let’s consider periods PAC = 10 yr
and PABC = 6000 yr. In this case, according to Eq. (5) one may
expect high amplitude ZKL oscillations on a timescale of some

8 According to our knowledge, it was Soderhjelm (1984) who reported for
the first time that sufficiently strong tidal oblateness can eliminate the ZKL
effect. Later, the question was elaborated in more detail in the seminal works
of Eggleton et al. (1998); Kiseleva et al. (1998) which have led to the theory
of KCTF.

Figure 15. Examples of ZKL forced large-amplitude eccentricity oscilla-
tions of the inner binary C. Black, green, blue and red curves belong to
the runs of which some characteristic parameters are tabulated in columns
#1 − 4 of Table 6. (See text for a detailed discussion.)

Figure 16. Simulated ETV curves for runs #1, #2 for the next 50 years. As
expected, the ETVs for both a PAC = 1000 d and a PAC = 10 yr period
should be detectablewithin years or, evenmonths. These show the non-linear
behavior in the ETVs on the timescale of the orbit of the triple AC.

Myrs. These may lead not only to a high eccentricity of the middle
orbit (eAC) but, what is more crucial, to a substantial change in the
inclination of the middle orbit (iAC) which, in turn, might switch on
the ZKL cycles in the inner triple subsystem.

In conclusion, as one can see, the dynamical history of such a
2+1+1 quadruple star systemmay be extremely rich and interesting.
The currently observed high eccentricity of the innermost close pair
(binary C) can definitely be the consequence of an ongoing ZKL
process.

The question naturally arises as to whether there are any ob-
servational consequences of such a process and, if so, on what
timescales they will be detectable. In order to investigate this ques-
tion we plot the numerically generated Eclipse Timing Variations
(ETV) curve for runs #1 and #2 in Figure 16. As one can see, in
the case of a relatively short-period outer orbit (i.e., 3-10 years),
ETVs should be detectable within years or even months. Moreover,
due to the fact that the outer body (A) is expected to be highly
inclined and, furthermore, during an ongoing high-amplitude ZKL
cycle the inclination of the innermost binary (C) varies very quickly,
we can also expect substantial eclipse depth variations within a few
years. Therefore, the continuous monitoring of the eclipses of this
intriguing system is highly encouraged.

9 CONCLUSIONS

We report the discovery of a hierarchical 2+1+1 quadruple stellar
system discovered with TESS, containing TIC 121088959 and TIC
121088960 at an angular separation of∼3.9′′ and a highly-eccentric
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EB as an unresolved part of TIC 121088960. We analyzed both the
S4 long-cadence and S31 short-cadence TESS eclipse photometry
to measure the properties of the component stars of the EB. Our
analysis shows that the EB has a highly-eccentric (e = 0.709) short-
period (P = 3.04358-day) orbit, which occupies an extreme region
of eccentricity-period phase space for eccentric binaries. We made
use of the TESS light centroid in the difference image (in-eclipse
vs. out-of-eclipse regions) to show that the most likely host of the
EB is TIC 121088960, while TIC 121088959 is ruled against at the
3-σ level.

To learn more about the system, we performed spectroscopic
follow-up observations using the iSHELL at NASA’s Infrared Fa-
cility and the Coudé spectrograph at the McDonald 2.7 m telescope
and measured the RVs of both TIC 121088959 and TIC 121088960.
Our RVmeasurements show no changes in RV over an 11-day base-
line for both stars and the difference in RV between the two stars is
8 ± 0.3 km s−1.

Gaia measured PMs and parallaxes for both TIC 121088959
and TIC 121088960, and these are listed in Table 1. The difference
in the PMs is 5 ± 0.1 mas yr−1 which corresponds to 2 km s−1

at the distance of the two stars, which is close to 83 pc. The Gaia
measurements provide a strong indication that the two objects, TIC
121088959 and TIC 121088960, are gravitationally bound.

The shallow depths of the eclipses (. 3%) and constant RVs
both suggest that the light from the eccentric eclipsing binary is
being substantially diluted by other light in one of the two close
stellar images. The Gaia astrometric excess noise and RUWE values
for TIC 121088960 indicate that its astrometric solutions are being
affected by more than one star. This, plus the fact that light centroids
of the eclipses (see above) point toward TIC 121088960, indicate
that this object is the host of the eccentric EB plus another star.

To further analyze the system, we performed SED fits using
Gaia and 2MASS photometric data.We thereby estimated the stellar
masses of the four stars, all of which are in the M dwarf regime
(see Sect. 6.1). Specifically, the stars in the eccentric EB are of
approximately M5V spectral type, while the two directly visible
resolved stars are of M2.5V–M3V spectral type. This makes the
unresolved EB the most eccentric and short period M dwarf EB
known-to-date (see Figure 14).

To estimate the orbital elements of the inner triple system,
we performed numerical simulations covering a grid in period,
eccentricity, argument of periastron, and inclination (see Sec. 6).
Our simulations led us to conclude that the orbital period of the
inner triple is between 1 to 1000 years at the extreme, and much
more likely to lie in the range 1–50 years. All that we can say about
the outer quadruple orbit is that the period is ∼ 104 years.

In Sect.8, we investigated the likelihood that von Zeipel-Lidov-
Kozai cycles would be able to produce long intervals where the
eccentricity of the inner EB (C) is kept high. Based on an analytic
expression, we showed that ZLK cycles would have characteristic
timescales in this system of ≈ 860(Pout/1000d)2 years, and indeed
we might be viewing this system in one of its cyclicly recurring
high-eccentricity states. We went on to numerically integrate a few
different examples of ZLK cycles in this system and confirm the
expectations based on the analytic expressions. We also simulated
ETV curves for the next few decades and showed that for a plau-
sible range of periods for the AC triple (i.e., a few years), we can
expect measurable non-linear perturbations to the ETV curves on
the timescale of the triple period. Finally, we encouragedmonitoring
of the ETVs and eclipse depths in this system since these changes
may well be detectable within a few years (or even shorter).
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